Getting BIGGER
STRONGER BETTER
FASTER for FREE!

PERFORMANCE

Here are your FREE 1RepMax sample packs. Use these
supplements with caution, though - they can help turn you
into a lean, mean, fighting beast!
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WWW.ONERMAX.COM
1REPMAX Performance Supplements
Formulated by OxyLife, Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 6451
Chula Vista, CA 91909
Call toll-free 1-877-982-9800

PERFORMANCE-FORMULATED
PRODUCTS FOR THE SERIOUS
CROSSFIT ATHLETE

4. RECOVERY

3. WODKILLA

2. OMEGA-3

1. JOINT FUEL

No more sitting on the sidelines!
Recovery means:

Explode ahead! Wodkilla lets you:

A strong heart is the key to a great workout
- so you need your Omega-3s to:

Starting with your knees, your joints are
key. So, you need Joint Fuel to:

+ Increase overall cardio health

+ Reduce swelling and inflammation

+ Gain greater endurance (yet reduced
inflammation) while training

+ Help cartilage heal

+ Reduced swelling after a workout
+ Minor injuries don’t become big problems
+ A sped-up natural healing process
in your body

And it goes to work immediately with
no side effects. You’ll love how Recovery
quickly gets rid of that nagging discomfort,
from joint pain to soreness to inflammation.
It’s research-based, lab tested, and all
natural. Each bottle contains 120 capsules.
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+ Kick through the training plateaus
+ Display new levels of strength, speed,
and stamina
+ Focus, with precision mental sharpness

Wodkilla pumps you up, but the added bulk
won’t slow you down: this all-natural boost
aids all aspects of your training! And it
helps you recover faster, without the crash:
The patented herbal blend fights fatigue,
soreness, and stiffness after exercise. Each
bottle contains 60 capsules.

4321

+ Think clearer, see better, slow aging down,
and super-support your immune system

But... studies show you need the right
dosages, blended properly, for max results.
Our Omega-3 offers the unique, proprietary
formulation you need... to maximize the
benefits of this amazing, all-natural key
to better health. Each bottle contains
60 softgels.

+ Enhance your natural lubrication process
(before, during, and after workouts)

In short, this all-natural supp will keep
everything moving smoothly for you. And
beyond the immediate benefits... over
time, Joint Fuel helps prevent arthritis,
too. Your joints will be flexible, mobile,
and strong - with less pain. Each bottle
contains 90 capsules.

How teamwork can
save you 20% off!
Since our 4 products are designed to synergize
each other, it makes all the sense in the world
to take ‘em together. Yet we’ll sweeten the pot
even more... by offering big discounts when
you bundle yours.
Order #1 Joint Fuel plus #4 Recovery or order
all four products and grab 20% OFF!

Get clicking right now - go to
WWW.ONERMAX.COM
Or call toll-free 1-877-982-9800
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